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The Fundamentals of (Re)designing Writing Units 

By Kathy Tuchman Glass 

_____________________ 

Study Guide 

This study guide is a companion to the book The Fundamentals of (Re)designing Writing Units 

by Kathy Tuchman Glass. The Fundamentals of (Re)designing Writing Units gives teachers, 

curriculum designers, and literacy coaches practical strategies for creating writing units that 

equip students with writing skills that are essential in all academic disciplines. 

 

This guide is arranged by chapter, enabling readers to either work their way through the entire 

book or focus on the specific topics addressed in a particular chapter. It can be used by 

individuals, small groups, or an entire team to identify key points, raise questions for 

consideration, assess conditions in a particular school or district, and suggest steps that might be 

taken to promote a healthy school culture. 

 

We thank you for your interest in this book, and we hope this guide is a useful tool in your 

efforts to create a healthy culture in your school or district. 
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Chapter 1 

Writing Instruction Recommendations and an Introduction to Writing Types 

_____________________ 

 

1. According to Steve Graham and Dolores Perin, what elements lead to effective 

adolescent writing instruction? 

 

2. In what three ways can writing improve students’ reading? 

 

3. What four writing types does author Kathy Tuchman Glass isolate? How do genres differ 

from writing types, and how are they related to each other? Identify and describe a 

writing activity you’ve given to students that blends types and genres. 

 

4. Briefly describe what makes poetry unique. What can students learn from a poetry unit, 

which they may not gain from prose units? 
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Chapter 2 

The Stages of the Writing Process and Digital Environments 

_____________________ 

 

1. List the six stages in the writing process that Glass outlines. 

 

2. What should students correct or work on during the revision stage of writing? What do 

students sometimes try to address during the revision stage that they should instead leave 

to the editing stage yet to come? 

 

3. According to Grant Wiggins, what key elements of feedback must be in place to help 

students improve? What must students, their peers, their parents or guardians, and their 

teachers do to best give and communicate feedback? 

 

4. Why does the reflecting stage prove worthwhile for students? How have you incorporated 

reflection after lessons in your class, and how could you improve these practices based on 

this chapter’s guidance? 

 

5. Consider the resources listed at the end of the chapter that can be useful throughout the 

writing process. Which of these tools or apps do you think would reap the greatest 

benefits for your classroom’s purposes, and why is this the case? 
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Chapter 3 

The Backward Planning Approach for Unit Design:  

KUDs and Guiding Questions 

_____________________ 

 

1. Define backward planning.  

 

2. In terms of student learning, what does knowledge indicate, and what do skills signify? 

How are essential understandings different from knowledge items?  

 

3. Why are forms of the verb to be not the best choice when connecting concepts in 

essential understandings? Provide a few examples of these stronger verbs. 

 

4. How are unit-guiding questions and lesson-guiding questions similar, and how are they 

different? How do the two types of guiding questions relate to essential understandings? 
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Chapter 4 

The Backward-Planning Approach to Unit Design:  

Pre- and Culminating Assessments and Criteria for Success 

_____________________ 

 

1. What do performance assessments ask students to do? What are the four key principles of 

performance assessments? 

 

2. List the three components that all rubrics have in common. Describe the qualities of 

holistic rubrics and analytic rubrics, and identify what purposes these two kinds of rubrics 

best serve.  

 

3. Why should teachers provide students with opportunities to assess both published and 

student writing samples and both poor and good writing samples?  

 

4. What do the common forms of scorer bias include? Describe a situation in which you 

think you or a colleague engaged in one of these biases. 

 

5. What do preassessments ascertain, and what makes them similar to formative 

assessments? Why do students need to know that preassessments will not be graded? 
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Chapter 5 

Effective Lesson Design: The Gradual Release of 

Responsibility Model and Differentiation 

_____________________ 

 

1. What four phases make up the gradual release of responsibility model? What do teachers 

do to start gradual release of responsibility, and what should students be capable of doing 

at the end of the process? 

 

2. What can you learn from this chapter’s example of how to conduct a lesson aligned to the 

gradual release of responsibility model within a narrative writing unit? 

 

3. According to Douglas Fisher and Nancy Frey, how are modeling and demonstrating 

different? Provide an example of something you want students to model and of 

something you want students to demonstrate. 

 

4. What should teachers do during collaborative learning? What activities have you used in 

class to orchestrate collaboration among students to help them learn targeted skills, or 

what activities do you think you would best adopt to foster student collaboration?  

 

5. In differentiating instruction, what do process, content, and product involve? 
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Chapter 6 

Launching the Unit 

_____________________ 

 

1. Name and briefly describe the three key aspects of unit development. 

 

2. Consider the options for note taking that this chapter suggests. Which of these options 

best mirrors your current method of note taking? Which option would you most like to 

try instead, and why is this the case?  

 

3. List a few examples of questions that teachers should consider as they assess checklists, 

rubrics, and tasks; lessons; and technology use that you think are the most important to 

ask. 

 

4. What should teachers ask as they discuss their students’ work and their data together? 

What is another question you would add to this list, and why? 


